We study the boundary charge QB of generic semi-infinite one-dimensional insulators with translational invariance and show that non-local symmetries (i.e., including translations) lead to rational quantizations p/q of QB. In particular, we find that (up to an unknown integer) the quantization of QB is given in integer units of 1 2ρ and 1 2 (ρ − 1), whereρ is the average charge per site (which is a rational number for an insulator). This is a direct generalization of the known half-integer quantization of QB for systems with local inversion or local chiral symmetries to any rational value. Quite remarkably, this rational quantization remains valid even in the presence of short-ranged electron-electron interactions as well as static random disorder (breaking translational invariance). This striking stability can be traced back to the fact that local perturbations in insulators induce only local charge redistributions. We establish this result with complementary methods including density matrix renormalization group calculations, bosonization methods, and exact solutions for particular lattice models. Furthermore, for the special case of half-fillingρ = 1 2 , we present explicit results in single-channel and nearest-neighbor hopping models and identify Weyl semimetal physics at gap closing points. Our general framework also allows us to shed new light on the well-known rational quantization of soliton charges at domain walls.
I. INTRODUCTION
Charge fractionalization is a striking phenomenon which emerges in a variety of condensed matter systems of high interest such as the fractional quantum Hall effect [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , Luttinger liquids [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , and topological insulators [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . For its emergence a fundamental mechanism has been established via fractionally charged domain walls separating two systems with the same bulk spectrum but in different topological phases. This was analysed for a one-dimensional (1D) spinless Fermi gas coupled to a bosonic field with broken symmetry [22] and in polyacetylene chains due to electron-phonon coupling [23, 24] . This mechanism was further analysed for more general setups [25, 26] and a simple physical picture was proposed [27] to explain the fractional charge unit 1 Z via a Z-fold degenerate ground state generated by a charge-density wave (CDW) of wavelength λ = Za (a is the lattice constant) [28] . Within continuum field theories [29] [30] [31] [32] the fractional part of the soliton (or interface) charge Q I was shown to be given by the Goldstone- Wilczek formula [31] Q I = δα 2π e mod(e), where δα is the phase difference between the two CDWs right and left to the interface. This interface charge is of purely topological nature, i.e., independent of the precise parameter values determining the domain wall. In addition, fluctuations of the soliton charges were analysed in continuum and lattice models showing that the fractional charge is a well-defined quantity [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . * Email: schoeller@physik.rwth-aachen. de Besides quantized soliton charges, charge quantization has also been studied at the boundary of topological insulators. Previous works focused on the special case of local inversion or local chiral symmetry as well as on non-interacting and clean systems, where the boundary charge Q B is quantized in half-integer units. This was shown via the quantization of the Zak-Berry phase γ in units of π [40, 41] , which is related to the boundary charge by Q B = −e γ 2π mod(e) [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . The quantization of the Zak-Berry phase in the presence of local inversion symmetry has led to the notion of topological crystalline insulators (TCI) [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] , extending the standard classification schemes of topological insulators [41, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] , which are based on chiral, time reversal, and particle-hole symmetries only. In addition, combining local symmetries with translations (so-called non-local or non-symmorphic symmetries) new possibilities for TCIs have been predicted for 2D and 3D systems [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] .
The central topic of the present work is the generalization of the half-integer quantization of the boundary charge Q B to any rational value p q in generic 1D insulators. We will relate the occurrence of a rational boundary charge (RBC) to non-local symmetries, i.e. symmetries which can not be defined within the space of a single unit cell (see Appendix A for a summary of the precise definitions). Quite remarkably, in the presence of these symmetries, we will show that RBC can be easily understood in terms of the universal changes of Q B under translations and local inversion. Stability of RBC is demonstrated since these transformation laws are not violated in the presence of short-ranged electron-electron interaction or static random disorder. up for generic 1D tight-binding models with any size Za of the unit cell and any number N c of channels per site (like, e.g., described by spin, several orbitals, etc.). Importantly, our analytical study is not based on the representation of Q B in terms of the Zak-Berry phase. It relies exclusively on the fundamental property of insulators, namely that local perturbations by external fields lead only to local charge redistributions, i.e., the corrections beyond a typical length scale ξ are exponentially small. This does not affect the fractional part of the boundary charge, since Q B is defined via a macroscopic average on scales much larger than ξ. In addition, bound states (localized at the boundary) crossing the chemical potential due to the local perturbation, can only lead to a change of Q B by an integer number. This local behavior, also known as the nearsightedness principle [72, 73] (NSP), is responsible for the universal features of topological insulators and is also connected to the bulk-boundary correspondence [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] . Furthermore, the same principle is responsible for charge pumping [82, 83] and leads to exponential localization of the excess density at boundaries and interfaces [84] , such that Q B and Q I are welldefined quantities for insulators. Since the NSP is also valid for interacting and disordered systems, we can expect high stability of our results against short-ranged electron-electron interactions and static random disorder, as long as the gap of the insulator in which the chemical potential lies is not closed. Besides the general expectation of stability we will also support the NSP by numerical calculations based on density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) methods in the presence of short-ranged For the symmetry Sn one needs in addition half-fillingρ = e Nc 2 . If U is a unitary (anti-unitary) operation, Πn is a unitary (timereversal) symmetry and Sn is a chiral (particle-hole) symmetry. For n = 0 the operations Π0 and S0 are local symmetries acting within the space of a single unit-cell. For n = 0 they are non-local symmetries, see Appendix A for our conventions to distinguish between local and non-local symmetries. By identifying the values forQB from Tables I and II one obtains straightforwardly the rational quantization values QB = 1 2 nρ mod( e 2 ). Highlighted in color are the transformation rules that need to be compared between Tables I and II to obtain the rational boundary charge electron-electron interactions, by exact diagonalizations for static random disorder, and by analytical results for the particular example of two coupled non-interacting single-channel and nearest-neighbor hopping models. In addition, we establish analytically the stability against short-ranged interactions in continuum models by using the bosonization method.
To sketch our derivation of RBC we have summarized our main results in the two tables I and II. Table I lists the transformation of Q B under basic operations, in particular under translation T n by n lattice sites towards the boundary and under local inversion Π within each unit cell. Together with site-local transformations U leaving the boundary charge invariant, we define the two central operations Π n = T n U Π and S n = T −n U , which are nonlocal for n = 0 since they contain a translation. Table II states the change of Q B when the Hamiltonian has an explicit non-local symmetry by either commuting with Π n or anti-commuting with S n (for the symmetry S n one needs in addition half-filling). Comparing the transformations of Q B under Π n and S n stated in the two tables (marked in the same color) we arrive at the central result of RBC
Here,ρ = e ν Z is the average charge per site which is a rational multiple of e in the insulating regime, where ν is the number of filled bands and Z is the number of sites of a unit cell. The trivial case of a local symmetry is n = 0 leading to the well-known 1 2 -integer quantization of Q B . Taking all integers n = 0 into account we find that Q B can take all rational quantization values. Due to the mod( e 2 )-part our quantization rule shows that Q B can always be written as a combination of multiples of two elementary quantization units: 1 2ρ and 1 2 (ρ − 1).
Besides the presence of a non-local symmetry of the Hamiltonian as stated in table II, the central part of the proof of RBC is the transformation of Q B under the two elementary operations T n and Π of translations and local inversion according to table I. They are the basic ingredients for the understanding of all universal properties of Q B and are given by
Both transformation laws will be shown in this work to be ultimately related to the NSP which demonstrates their stability under short-ranged electron-electron interaction and static random disorder. Eq. (2) is a straightforward consequence of charge conservation since on average the charge nρ is moved into the boundary when the translation is described via an adiabatic process (up to an integer charge arising from edge states crossing the chemical potential during the adiabatic process). It has been used in a variety of recent works on single-channel and nearest-neighbor tight-binding models to analyse the universal phase-dependence Q B (ϕ) as a function of a phase ϕ describing a continuous shift of the lattice towards the boundary [39, [85] [86] [87] [88] . Eq. (3) is a fundamental transformation which is based on the simple observation that local inversion of a semi-infinite system with a left boundary turns it to the same semi-infinite system with a right boundary [39] . Simple arguments based on the NSP will then show that the sum of these two boundary charges must be zero up to an integer charge. The fact that the two elementary transformations (2) and (3) together with a non-local symmetry property of the Hamiltonian under Π n or S n explain both the RBC and its stability under interactions and disorder in a straightforward way is the central result of this work. We note that the interaction and the disorder have to fulfil the non-local symmetry property as well for our proof to be valid. Whereas homogeneous density-density interaction terms are obviously invariant under translations T n , local inversion Π, and site-local transformations U , it might not be the case for some fixed disorder configuration. However, for random disorder the symmetry will be fulfilled on average and our numerical results confirm that the RBC is stable in the presence of random disorder. In addition, when the density-density interaction is not homogeneous, it is expected that it follows precisely the symmetry constraints imposed by the modulation of the on-site potentials and hopping terms.
Interestingly, we will show that the two universal transformation laws (2) and (3) shed also new light on the quantization of the interface charge. If the two lattices right and left to the interface have the same bulk spectrum and are only shifted relative to each other by δn sites, they are connected by the transformation T δn Π. Therefore, if the two lattices are not connected to each other, one finds from (2) and (3) that the boundary charge Q L B of the left lattice is related to the bound-ary charge Q R B of the right lattice by Q L B = −Q R B + δnρ mod(e). Using the NSP, turning on some local coupling between the two lattices does not change the fractional part of the interface charge such that Q I follows generically from
As a result, we have extended the Goldstone-Wilczek formula to a discrete lattice and, in addition, have shown that it is stable in the presence of short-ranged electronelectron interactions and static random disorder. We expect our results of RBC to be observable in experiments. Recent experiments in cold atom systems demonstrated that it is possible to get direct access to the boundary charge via the Zak-Berry phase [89] and to measure soliton charges of the SSH model [90] . In addition, concrete proposals for measuring topological solitons in solid state systems have been made such as carbon nanotubes [91] , graphene nanoribbons [92] , and Rashba nanowires [93, 94] . Here, scanning single-electron transistor techniques allow for the direct measurement of local charges [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] . Moreover, the occurrence of interface states due to the quantization of the Zak phase has been measured in phononic crystals [99] . Besides these materials promising candidates to measure the boundary charge are quantum dot arrays as proposed in Ref. [39] . Similiar to cold atom systems, quantum dot arrays have the particular advantage of control over all parameters to implement on demand the specific non-local symmetries needed for RBC.
As an interesting application of our general framework we will discuss the case of a single-channel (i.e., N c = 1) and nearest-neighbor hopping model. Of particular interest is the case of half-filling,ρ = e 2 , where one obtains from (1) the two universal quantization classes Q B = e 2 mod( e 2 ) and Q B = e 4 mod( e 2 ). The first is the usual one present also for local inversion or local chiral symmetries. In contrast, the second was to the best of our knowledge not discussed before and is only possible for a non-local symmetry. We present an explicit realization of these classes in terms of a lattice model with equal hopping amplitudes and a harmonic modulation of the on-site potentials. Controlling the offset of the modulation by a phase-variable ϕ this model is of relevance for the integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) (where ϕ corresponds to the transverse quasimomentum in a 2D quantum Hall setup) [85] . At half-filling (where Z must be even to open a gap), the model has the non-local chiral symmetry S Z/2 = T −Z/2 U with U |m = (−1) m |m (|m denotes the state at lattice site m). According to (1) this leads to the quantization values Q B = Z 8 e mod( e 2 ), i.e., the two quantization classes in terms of e 2 or e 4 are obtained for Z = 4, 8, 12, . . . and for Z = 2, 6, 10, . . . , respectively. The model has the advantage that the chiral symmetry S Z/2 holds for any phase ϕ of the potential modulation. This pins Q B (ϕ) to quantized plateaus which change abruptly by ± e 2 at gap closing points. This leads to Weyl semimetal physics since edge modes connecting the gap closing points play the role of Dirac arcs. Despite the fact that in this case the Chern number vanishes (leading to zero Hall current), we find a non-trivial quantization effect of the boundary charge Q B . For single-channel and nearest-neighbor hopping models with very small gaps we will also set up a low-energy continuum theory via a Dirac model in 1 + 1 dimensions with a complex gap parameter ∆ = |∆|e iα , in analogy to the study of interface charges via the Goldstone-Wilczek formula. For a semi-infinite system we obtain the following universal result for the boundary charge:
Interestingly, the boundary charge is insensitive to the gap size and reveals a linear behavior as function of the phase of the gap parameter. If the original lattice model is at half-filling and pure potential modulation is realized (as discussed above for the Weyl case), we find the symmetry S Z/2 for any phase ϕ of the CDW [100] . In the corresponding continuum model we will show that the parameter α is obtained from the interference of two paths connecting right and left movers at the two Fermi points ±k F . For the two classes Z = 4, 8, 12, . . . and Z = 2, 6, 10, . . . , we find a phase-locking effect pinning α to odd or even multiples of π 2 , respectively. These two cases correspond to the two quantization classes of Q B in terms of e 2 or e 4 , respectively, proving consistency of the continuum theory with our general framework.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to the general framework to realize RBC in generic 1D insulators. We describe the model and the definition of boundary and interface charges in Section II A, and the RBC is analysed in Section II B. The basic transformation laws (2) and (3) are derived in Sections II B 1 and II B 2. Combining the two transformations we find the Goldstone-Wilczek formula (5) for the interface charge. In Section II B 3 we combine the transformation laws with non-local symmetries of the Hamiltonian and prove the central result (1) . We proceed in Section III with an application of our general framework to the case of single-channel and nearest-neighbor hopping models. In Section III A we describe Weyl semimetal physics at half-filling and discuss the connection to the IQHE by analysing the universal phase-dependence of the boundary charge, the Diophantine equation, and the Hall current in the presence of a gap closing. An effective lowenergy description of boundary and interface charges in terms of a continuum Dirac model in 1 + 1 dimensions is provided in Section III B. The derivation of the model in the noninteracting and interacting case is given in Sections III B 1 and III B 2, respectively. The universal formula (6) for the boundary charge and the Goldstone-Wilczek formula for the interface charge are presented in Section III B 3. We close with a summary and outlook in Section IV.
Throughout this work we use units such that = e = a = 1.
II. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
In this section we describe the general framework to derive the central transformations (2) and (3) of the boundary charge Q B under translations and local inversion, respectively. We identify the non-local symmetries Π n and S n leading to the rational quantization values (1) of the boundary charge. In addition, we show that the Goldstone-Wilczek formula (5) for interface charges follows straightforwardly from the transformation laws.
A. Hamiltonian, boundary and interface charges
We consider a generic translationally invariant tightbinding model in 1D with arbitrary short-ranged hopping and N c channels per lattice site. For the infinite (bulk) case, the single-particle Hamiltonian reads
Here, m denotes the lattice site index and δ max is the range of the hopping. The components c mσ of the N cdimensional vector c m annihilate an electron on site m in channel σ = 1, . . . , N c . h m (δ) is a generic N c × N cmatrix describing the coupling between the channels of lattice site m and m + δ. Translational invariance and hermiticity require the properties
where Z is the number of lattice sites of a unit cell. Semiinfinite systems extending to the right or left side are defined by the Hamiltonians H R/L,n by starting/ending the bulk Hamiltonian H bulk at site m = n + 1 and m = n, respectively, see Fig. 1 for illustration. Since the numeration of the sites is arbitrary one can alternatively label the sites by m = 1, 2, . . . for the right lattice and by m = 0, −1, −2, . . . for the left lattice, and formally define in compact notation
If an interface is studied between the two semi-infinite systems H R,n on the right side and H L,n on the left side, we take any short-ranged coupling V I defined within the interface region and define the total Hamiltonian by
For the study of the stability against short-ranged electron-electron interactions, we take a density-density interaction of the form
where
If a semi-infinite lattice is studied, the sum over the sites is restricted to the corresponding regions. In the presence of an interface the shortranged electron-electron interaction between the sites of the left and right lattices is also a coupling term which can be included alternatively in V I by adding these manyparticle terms to the interface coupling.
We will also test stability with respect to static random disorder. In this case we include a quenched onsite disorder
where d(m) is drawn from a uniform distribution d(m) ∈ [−d/2, d/2). Of course, more complicated (channeldependent or hopping) forms of disorder can be considered, which, however, will not change the main thrust of the arguments presented here.
In the insulating regime, where the excess density falls off exponentially on scale ξ into the bulk [84, 87] starting from a boundary or interface, the observables of interest are the boundary charges Q R B,n and Q L B,n of the semi-infinite systems described by H R,n and H L,n , respectively, and the interface charge Q I,nn of the Hamiltonian H I,nn , defined by a macroscopic average on scales much larger than Z and ξ Here, ρ(m) = ρ(m) is the total charge at site m in a grand canonical ensemble with respect to the corresponding Hamiltonians H R,n , H L,n , and H I,nn , respectively. We assume zero temperature and the chemical potential µ to lie in some given band gap of the insulator. Further, ρ is the average charge per site for the translationally invariant bulk Hamiltonian (7) defined bȳ
where ν is the filling factor defined as the number of occupied bands. The function f (m) is the envelope function of a charge measurement probe falling off smoothly from unity to zero, see Fig. 2 .
To simplify notations, if no index n is displayed, we assume implicitly n = 0, i.e.,
We note that we have not used this convention in the introductory part (to avoid too many sub-indices at the beginning) where we denoted by Q R/L B and Q I the boundary and interface charges for the systems H R/L,n or H I,nn under consideration. Furthermore, we used implicitly the convention Q B ≡ Q R B in the introductory part.
Due to the NSP, it is expected that Q I,nn is independent of the coupling V I (up to an integer). For particular examples we demonstrate this in Appendix B via exact diagonalization and DMRG calculations in the presence of static random disorder or short-ranged electronelectron interaction. Moreover, we show in Appendix C analytically that Q I,nn is independent of the size of a single link between two noninteracting and 1-channel nearest-neighbor hopping models. As a result we find [see Eq. (4)] that the interface charge is the independent sum of the boundary charges of the left and right lattice
In addition, we conclude that also the boundary charge does not change, when a local perturbation is added close to the boundary. In Section II B we will furthermore show that the interface charge depends only on the relative difference δn = n − n, i.e.,
see the Goldstone-Wilczek formula Eq. (5) or Eq. (33) below.
B. Rational quantization of boundary charge
In this section we show how the boundary charge transforms under translations and local inversion according to Eqs. (2) and (3) . Together with certain symmetry requirements of the Hamiltonian we will determine the rational quantization values for the boundary charge given by Eq. (1). In addition, we show that the Goldstone-Wilczek formula Eq. (5) for the interface charge is based only on the fundamental transformation laws of the boundary charge. For the special case of noninteracting and clean systems, we show in the Supplemental Material (SM) [101] that the same results can also be obtained from the transformation of the Zak-Berry phase under translations and local inversion.
Translations
A translation T n = T † −n of the lattice by n sites to the left is defined by the operation
Applying this to Eqs. (10) and (11), we evidently get
as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Performing the transformation (24) via an adiabatic process, the lattice is shifted as a whole by n sites to the left, i.e., due to charge conservation, the average charge nρ will move into the left boundary of the right lattice and will move out of the right boundary of the left lattice. Since the boundary charges Q R/L B,n are defined as a macroscopic average via Eqs. (16) and (17), we get
Together with Eq. (25) this provides the following transformation of the boundary charges under translation:
which proves Eq. (2). These relations are exact and do not depend on the presence or absence of short-ranged electron-electron interaction or random disorder, see Appendix B and bosonization studies in Section III B 3.
They are based on the same arguments as charge pumping [82, 83] and have been extensively used recently for
3. Illustration of the translation by n lattice sites for the left and right semi-infinite lattice. In both cases the lattice is moved to the left. This means that for HR → HR,n the lattice is moved by n sites towards the boundary whereas, for HL → HL,n, the lattice is moved by n sites away from the boundary. As a consequence, the boundary charge increases or decreases by nρ, respectively.
noncyclic adiabatic processes to analyse the universal average slope of the phase-dependence of the boundary charge [39, [85] [86] [87] . The unknown integer arises since bound states (at the boundaries) can cross the chemical potential during the adiabatic process leading to discrete integer jumps of the boundary charge. Alternatively, Eq. (26) can also be derived directly from the NSP. Since local perturbations at the boundary do not change Q R B (up to an integer) we can add to H R an infinitely high potential on the first n sites such that ρ(m) = 0 for m = 1, 2, . . . , n. This leaves for the boundary charge from Eq. (16) only the contribution −nρ for the first n sites and Q R B,n for the rest. Using the invariance due to the NSP this gives Q R B = Q R B,n − nρ leading to Eq. (26) . In an analogous way one can prove Eq. (26) for Q L B by starting from H L B,n and putting an infinite potential on the last n sites.
Local inversion
Local inversion Π is defined as a symmetry operation performing an inversion in each unit cell separately, where the unit cell is defined such that it starts at the boundary. Since the unit cell defined in this way depends on the index n of the Hamiltonians H R/L,n we discuss the case n = 0 in the following (see the discussion at the end of Section II B 3 for transformations defined with respect to other choices of the unit cell). In this case the unit cell starting at the boundary consists of the sites m = 1, . . . , Z and is identical to the one for the bulk Hamiltonian H bulk . In this subspace the transformation Π is formally defined by
where we have used the hermiticity condition (9) in the last equality. Using the periodicity condition (8) , this defines Π for all m. Applying an inversion turns the semi-infinite system H R with a left boundary obviously to the semi-infinite system H L with a right boundary
as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Taking the Hamiltonian (13) without any coupling V I = 0 between the left and right lattice, the interface charge is obviously given by
On the other hand, taking for V I exactly the coupling corresponding to the bulk Hamiltonian (7) we get a translational invariant lattice everywhere with a periodic bulk density ρ bulk (m) = ρ bulk (m + Z). The corresponding interface charge Q I,bulk vanishes since
where we have used f (Zn + j) ≈ f (Zn) + f (Zn)j in the second step and n f (Zn) ≈ dxf (Zx) = 0 together with the definition (19) ofρ in the third step. The approximations become exact in the limit of infinite parameters N and M defining the smoothness of the envelope function via Fig. 2 . Finally, due to the NSP, the interface charge can only change mod(1) when switching on V I , leading to
Together with (29) this provides the following transformation of the boundary charges under inversion
which proves Eq. (3). The universal relation (31) has also been found recently in Ref. [87] for the special case of a noninteracting single-channel and nearest-neighbor hopping model, where the unknown integer has been specified for a single band. Again, we emphasize that it is also valid in the presence of short-ranged electron-electron interaction and random disorder since we only used the NSP to derive it, see also Appendix B and bosonization studies in Section III B 3. We note that, by inserting the relations (26) and (31) into the formula (22) for the interface charge, we obtain straightforwardly the Goldstone-Wilczek formula (5) for a discrete lattice
with δn ≡ n − n . We conclude that the charge quantization at interfaces separating regions in different topological phases with the same bulk spectrum is fundamentally related to the NSP and the transformation laws of the boundary charge under translation and local inversion. This provides a very elegant proof of the Goldstone-Wilczek formula and shows at the same time that it is stable under short-ranged electron-electron interaction and static random disorder.
. Illustration of local inversion by indicating the lattice sites of the unit cells. Inverting the lattice sites within a unit cell via the interchange m ↔ Z −m+1 and turning the system by 180 • one finds that HR is transformed to HL.
Non-local symmetries
If the transformations (27) and (32) of the boundary charges Q R/L B under translations and local inversion are combined with explicit symmetries of the Hamiltonian, one can straightforwardly prove the rational quantization of the boundary charge. We note that symmetries are always defined with respect to the bulk Hamiltonian H bulk and we discuss the consequences for the boundary charges Q R/L B , where the unit cell starting/ending at the boundary is the same as the one chosen for H bulk . We define local symmetries by transformations acting only in the space of a single unit cell as they are used in the usual 10-fold classification schemes of TIs [41, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] in terms of local chiral, time-reversal, and particle-hole symmetries. The case when the local symmetry is defined with respect to another choice of the unit cell is always discussed separately if relevant, see also the detailed discussion at the end of this section. For a summary of the precise definitions and our conventions to distinguish between local and non-local symmetries we refer to Appendix A.
First, we note that all (anti-)unitary transformations U m = U m+Z acting only in the channel space of lattice site m commute with the operator c † m c m and, therefore, leave the boundary charge invariant. This are transformations defined by
Secondly, we define two fundamental operations Π n and S n by combining U with local inversion and translations
Π n and S n are defined in such a way that the boundary charge transforms according to
where we have used (27) and (32) . Finally, we assume that the Hamiltonian either commutes with Π n or anticommutes with S n h m (δ)
Using Eqs. (24), (28) , and (34) this requires one of the following symmetry conditions
In contrast to all previous relations this defines a certain non-local symmetry which the Hamiltonian has to fulfil. As we will show below the symmetry implies rational quantization values of the boundary charge. When U is a unitary transformation, (39) denotes a unitary symmetry Π n and (40) a chiral symmetry S n . Similarly, when U is an anti-unitary transformation, (39) denotes a timereversal symmetry Π n and (40) a particle-hole symmetry S n . Both symmetries are non-local for n = 0 since they involve translations. A special case is Π n which, except for Z even and n odd, can be turned into a local symmetry but with respect to another choice of the unit cell. This follows since Π n is an inversion symmetry around the axis m = 1 2 (Z −n+1) (for n even) or m = Z − 1 2 (n−1) (for n odd). This leads to a local site-inversion symmetry for Z odd, and to a local bond-inversion symmetry for both Z and n even. However, for Z even and n odd, we obtain a site-inversion symmetry but the corresponding unit cell contains only half of the sites at the boundaries which is not possible for tight-binding models, see Fig. 5 for illustration. Using the terminology of symmorphic and non-symmorphic symmetries one should call Π n a symmorphic symmetry depending on the quasimomentum k (for Z even and n odd, sometimes also called unconventional non-symmorphic symmetry) since it returns to the same lattice site when applied twice [102] [103] [104] [105] , whereas S n is a non-symmorphic symmetry [106] .
For the (anti-)unitary symmetry Π n , the boundary charge can obviously not change since the Hamiltonian is invariant. For the particle-hole or chiral symmetry S n each eigenstate |ψ of the Hamiltonian with energy has a corresponding eigenstate S n |ψ with negative energy − . Therefore, the operation S n transforms the boundary charge Q , the chemical potential is located somewhere in the gap near zero energy. In this case the boundary charge is given by (1), where the integer arises from edge states contributing an integer number to the boundary charge. As a consequence, up to an integer, we find that the boundary charge changes sign under S n at half-filling. Therefore, we get the following relations
Taking these equations together with (36) and (37), we arrive for both symmetries at the following rational quantization values of the boundary charge
which proves our central result (1) .
Eq. (43) shows that the quantization of Q R/L B can always be written as
with some integers n 1 and n 2 . As a consequence, the quantization units of the boundary charge are given by 1 2ρ and 1 2 (ρ − 1) in contrast to the quantization unitρ of interface charges, see Eq. (33) . Furthermore, the quantization of Q R/L B requires certain symmetries of the bulk Hamiltonian, whereas the quantization of Q I is only related to a symmetry relation between the lattices left and right to the interface, which are connected by T δn Π. For the special case n = 0, one recovers from (43) the known quantization of the boundary charge in half-integer units [40, 41] in the presence of local symmetries.
One can ask the delicate question what happens if a local symmetry is not defined with respect to the unit cell starting at the boundary but with respect to any choice of the unit cell. This is equivalent to the question how the boundary charge changes when the semi-infinite system is cut off at a different site such that it starts with site n + 1 (for H R ) or ends with site n (for H L ). According to the transformation (27) by ±n ρ mod (1) . Therefore, for systems with local symmetries with respect to any definition of the unit cell, one can realize all quantization values
where the mod( 1 2 ) contribution stems from local symmetries defined with respect to the unit cell starting at the boundary. This provides the quantization unitsρ and 1 2 . In contrast, the presence of symmetries which are non-local with respect to any choice of the unit cell provides the interesting new possibility of a realization of the quantization unit 1 2ρ . For given Z but arbitrary filling factor ν = 1, . . . , N c Z − 1, one can also analyse the conditions if n 1 2ρ mod( 1 2 ) can lead to new rational quantization values compared to n ρ mod( 1 2 ). This is the case if the equation
can not be solved for any integers n and m . To analyse this we insertρ = ν Z and find that (46) is equivalent to
For n even, this equation is solved by n = n 2 and m = 0. For n odd and Z odd, it is solved by n = 1 2 (Z + n) and m = ν. However, for n odd and Z even, (47) can not be solved for ν odd. Since the equation does not change when Z and ν are multiplied with the same integer l, we conclude that new quantization classes occur for nonlocal symmetries if
with two integers q and p. Since 1 2ρ changes by 1 2 if ν changes by Z, we conclude that the new quantization values of the boundary charge due to non-local symmetries are given by
with n odd, q = 1, 2, . . . , and p = 1, 2, . . . , q.
III. APPLICATION TO SINGLE-CHANNEL AND NEAREST-NEIGHBOR HOPPING MODELS
In this section we discuss a concrete realization of the rational quantization values of the boundary charge in the special case of single-channel and nearest-neighbor hopping models. We present the discussion of discrete lattice models in Section III A, where we will concentrate on Weyl semimetal physics occurring at half-filling and discuss the relevance for the IQHE. In Section III B we will develop a low-energy theory in terms of a Dirac model in 1+1 dimensions and discuss the universal properties of the boundary and interface charge exactly for the noninteracting case and via the bosonization method in the presence of short-ranged electron-electron interactions. Throughout this section we concentrate on the boundary charge Q R B and denote it by Q B .
A. Weyl semimetal physics at half-filling
In Refs. [86, 87] the case of single-channel and nearestneighbor tight-binding models has been studied analytically for any value of Z and for generic modulations of the on-site potentials v m = h m (0) and the hoppings t m = −h m (1) (which can all be chosen real and positive t m > 0, see Appendix A of Ref. [87] ). In these references the universal phase-dependence of the boundary charge Q B (ϕ) has been studied for arbitrary 2π-periodic func-
has been considered in Refs. [39, 85] , in particular due to the relevance for the IQHE, see the detailed discussion in Ref. [85] . In this case, ϕ can be interpreted as the transverse quasimomentum in a 2D quantum Hall setup [85] and Z corresponds to the magnetic length. Whereas Ref. [85] has discussed small filling factors ν with finite Chern number, the particular interest in this work is the case of half-filling, ν = Z 2 andρ = 1 2 , where Z is even to open a gap. Due to (43) , the following two universal quantization classes are possible for Q B ≡ Q R B at halffilling in case certain symmetries are fulfilled
The first 1 2 -class is the usual known one which occurs also in the presence of local inversion or local chiral symmetries. The second 1 4 -class is a novel one which requires essentially non-local symmetries. For half-filling, we will explain in the following that it is possible that the quantization of Q B (ϕ) persists for all phases ϕ and Weyl semimetal physics occurs with Q B jumping by ± 1 2 at gap closing points. This is of relevance for the IQHE. Whereas the Chern number and, therefore, the Hall current vanishes, the boundary charge shows an interesting quantization feature.
In Appendix D the symmetry conditions (39) and (40) are explicitly evaluated for the special case of singlechannel and nearest-neighbor hopping models. For the symmetry Π n = T n U Π one obtains U m = 1 and the condition
The non-local chiral symmetry S n has the advantage that it can be fulfilled for all phases ϕ, whereas Π n leads to a rational quantization of the boundary charge only at certain values of ϕ. Therefore, we concentrate in the following on S n , where an interesting application relevant for the IQHE at half-filling can be formulated. Applying the symmetry condition (53) twice one finds v m = v m−2n implying that Z = 2n defines the wavelength of the modulation which is identical to the number of sites of the unit cell (the hopping has the wavelength Z/2). Therefore, the translation T −n = T Z/2 shifts the lattice by half of the unit cell length, typical for nonsymmorphic symmetries. For n = Z 2 andρ = 1 2 , we get from (43) the quantization values
leading to the 1 2 -class for Z = 4, 8, 12, . . . and to the novel 1 4 -class for Z = 2, 6, 10, . . . . For n = Z 2 , a concrete realization of (53) for all phases is given by the pure potential modulation model (50) with constant hopping. Other more complicated realizations are also possible but do not lead to qualitative differences. This model has the advantage that a phase shift of ϕ by 2π Z shifts the lattice by one site towards the boundary, i.e., Q B changes byρ mod(1) according to (26) . This must be a half-integer forρ = 1 2 . Furthermore, since Q B (ϕ) is quantized for all ϕ and since edge states crossing the chemical potential during the shift can change Q B only by an integer value, we conclude that there must be necessarily a gap closing point in any phase interval of size 2π Z . Between the gap closing points Q B is quantized due to the symmetry and edge modes connecting the gap closing points play the role of Dirac arcs, see Figs. 6(a1,a2). Therefore, we call this the Weyl case. At a gap closing point Q B jumps by ± 1 2 such that (26) is fulfilled, see Figs. 6(b1,b2) . This is also demonstrated in Figs. 6(c1,c2) , where we show the integer invariant I(ϕ), defined by
According to Refs. [86, 87] this invariant fulfils the topological constraint I ∈ {−1, 0} due to charge conservation of particles and holes. We note that this property is not changed when a gap closing point appears during the for Z = 4, whereas for Z = 6 we get QB = 1 4 mod(1/2). The black symbols (mainly overlaying the lines) in (b) show the case with random disorder for a finite system for additional staggered onsite-disorder drawn from a uniform distribution (−0.025, 0.025] for a finite system of Z · 10 5 lattice sites.
shift of the lattice by one site. The phase-dependence of the model parameters can always be chosen such that no gap closing appears during the shift without changing the parameters before and after the shift, see Ref. [87] .
One can also generalize the universal form of Q B (ϕ), derived in Refs. [39, [85] [86] [87] , to the case of gap closings. When the gap is non-zero for all phases, the form is given by
where f (ϕ) is a nonuniversal smooth 2π Z -periodic function, and
describes the discrete jumps of Q B by ±1 when edge states cross the chemical potential at ϕ ± i from above or below, respectively. M ± denotes the total number of edge states moving below/above the chemical potential when the phase changes by 2π. The average slope from the linear term determines the Chern number C ν = M − −M + [87, [107] [108] [109] [110] . Moreover, Eqs. (55) and (57) imply the relation
where s ν = ∆F (ϕ) − I(ϕ) is a phase-independent integer characteristic for each gap. This relation is equivalent to the Diophantine equation [108] [109] [110] , a central relation for the bulk-boundary correspondence of the IQHE. The universal form (57) remains valid in the presence of gap closing points for the Weyl case, with the only difference that the jumps of Q B have size ± 1 2 at a gap closing since the charge of the edge state is distributed symmetrically among the two bands [87] . Thus, Eq. (57) remains the same, we only have to add a factor 1 2 in Eq. (58) for the terms in the sum corresponding to the jumps at gap closings and, correspondingly, count only the contribution ± 1 2 to M ± . As a consequence, the Diophantine equation (59) remains also valid in the Weyl case, but s ν becomes half-integer. E.g., for Fig. 6 , we have s ν = 1 2 which gives with ν = Z 2 a vanishing Chern number C ν = 0.
As shown in Ref. [85] the Hall current I x for a 2D quantum Hall system (with periodic boundary conditions in y-direction, described by the azimuthal direction of a cylinder topology) along the direction x of the effective 1D system in response to a perpendicularly applied voltage bias V y is related to Q B (ϕ) by
where Q
edge is the charge along the edge of the physical 2D system, Φ 0 = h/e denotes the flux quantum, and V y = − d dt Φ(t) is generated by a time-dependent magnetic flux Φ(t) applied through the cylinder. The discrete values k y = 2π M n describe the perpendicular quasimomentum along the azimuthal direction of the cylinder (with M lattice sites around the cylinder). Inserting (57) one finds that the 2π Z -periodic and smooth part f (ϕ) and the piecewise constant function F (ϕ) provide a Φ-independent contribution to the sum (up to discrete jumps at particular values of Φ from F (ϕ)). Therefore, the Hall current probes only the linear term of (57), leading to a quantized Hall conductance σ xy in terms of the Chern number
Therefore, for the Weyl case discussed above, the Hall conductance vanishes. A delicate question concerns the unknown function f (ϕ) in (57) . When Q B (ϕ) is quantized for all ϕ we get M + = M − and f (ϕ) is a constant determining the quantization value. However, when a small symmetrybreaking term in the form of periodic disorder is added to the on-site potentials, the gap will open at the Weyl points, and one obtains a discontinuous jump to a finite Chern number C ν = M − − M + , see Figs. 7(a,b) for Z = 6. The gap opens slightly and Z 2 edge states move either from the valence to the conduction band or vice versa, giving rise to two different Chern numbers ± Z 2 , with a corresponding jump of the Hall current. In addition to the linear term Cν 2π ϕ, also the functions f (ϕ) and F (ϕ) jump discontinuously such that all three terms on the right hand side of Eq. (57) are unstable against small symmetry-breaking terms for all phases. However, the boundary charge determined by the sum of all three terms remains a stable quantity between the jumps as shown in Fig. 7(c) . This shows that the quantization values of Q B (ϕ) at fixed ϕ between the gap closing points are well-defined and stable quantities accessible by experiments for 1D systems.
In Fig. 6 we add an analysis of the effects of nonperiodic disorder in the panels showing Q B (ϕ). We overlay the results obtained without disorder (lines) with those calculated in the presence of a quenched onsite disorder (symbols) of quite moderate strength d/t = 0.05. The two results mainly overlap, besides of at values of ϕ close to gap closings where small energy shifts and gap openings induced by the disorder might change the value of quantization mod(1), similar to the effects of weak periodic disorder as shown in Fig. 7 (c) (where the disorder strength is chosen much stronger to visualize the effects on the spectrum in Figs. 7(a,b) ). Therefore, the overall quantization of 1/2 and 1/4 for Z = 4 and Z = 6, respectively, remains perfectly intact mod (1) .
Finally, we study the robustness of the quantization with respect to adding short-ranged electron-electron interaction at half-filling (µ = 0 in the non-interacting case above). We add the particle-hole symmetric version of Eq. (14) as the interaction
to the Hamiltonian and study the resulting interacting quantum many-body system using DMRG. This particlehole symmetric formulation is chosen for convenience of implementation only. The results for ϕ being at the maximal single particle gap are summarized in Fig. 8 for Z = 4 and Z = 6 and the other parameters as in Fig. 6 . As shown the quantization of Q B remains perfectly intact upon including this local interaction up to rather large values of the interaction strength u.
B. Low-energy theory
In this section we discuss the low-energy theory in terms of a Dirac model in 1 + 1 dimensions, following closely the treatment in Refs. [39, 85, 111] , where lowenergy models have been derived from lattice models for the special case of potential modulation with constant hopping. Here, we discuss the general derivation of Dirac models and present an exact formula for the complex gap parameter entering the low-energy model. We discuss in detail the restrictions for the phase of the gap parameter in the presence of non-local symmetries or for the special case of half-filling. We present exact formulas for the boundary and interface charge for the noninteracting Dirac model and prove the consistency with our general framework. Furthermore, we discuss the stability under short-ranged electron-electron interaction by using the bosonization method. Whereas the gap is significantly renormalized by interactions [111] [112] [113] [114] , it turns out that the boundary charge is insensitive to the gap size but depends only the phase of the gap parameter in a linear fashion which is not influenced by interactions. Since the low-energy model is most conveniently written in continuum space, we explicitly write the lattice spacing a at the appropriate places and do not set it to one in this section.
Noninteracting Dirac model
We first split the noninteracting single-channel nearestneighbor hopping model with on-site potentials v m and hoppings −t m into two parts by writing t m = t + δt m
H describes the external modulation which, just for illustration (other cases can be treated analogously), we take to be harmonic with wavelength
where k ex = 2π λex is the wavevector of the external modulation. H 0 can be easily diagonalized in terms of plane waves |k = a 2π m e ikma |m , leading to
with
In the representation |k of the exact single-particle eigenstates of H 0 , the matrix elements of H can be straightforwardly calculated and one obtains
These matrix elements lead to Z −1 gap openings labeled by ν = 1, 2, . . . , Z − 1 at wavevectors ±k
The gaps are generated in ν -th order perturbation theory in H with ν = min{ν, Z − ν} [115] and are of the order
In the following we will concentrate on a certain gap with index ν and write k F ≡ k (ν) F and ∆ ≡ ∆ ν for brevity. Our aim is to develop an effective low-energy model for energies close to the Fermi energy F = (0) k F = −2t cos(k F a). Using Brillouin-Wigner perturbation theory the coupling between the states close to the two Fermi points ±k F can be described by an effective Hamiltonian
where P projects on the low-energy sector and Q = 1−P . It is then straightforward to see that for |k|, |k | k F one obtains a coupling between the two Fermi points via ν − 1 virtual intermediate states described by the matrix element
is a complex gap parameter with negligible k-dependence. Using Eq. (71) one finds after a straightforward calculation
and
Most importantly, the gap parameter ∆ Z/2 at half-filling (only possible for Z even) is determined by an interference of two processes. This will become important for the quantization values of the boundary charge (see below). Splitting the field operator ψ(ma) ≡ 1 √ a c m in slowly varying right and left moving fields R(x) and L(x) via
and inserting this decomposition in the effective Hamiltonian H eff = H 0 + H eff , one finds after neglecting strongly oscillating terms the final result for the low-energy Hamiltonian in the form of a Dirac Hamiltonian in 1 + 1 dimensions
where v F = 2ta sin(k F a) and
For equal phases ϕ v = ϕ t = ϕ we can directly see from (77) and (78) , that the phase α of the gap parameter is a linear function of ϕ for ν = Z
where the constant term is non-universal but independent of ϕ. As we will see in Section III B 3 this leads to a universal linear behaviour of the boundary charge as function of ϕ.
For the case of half-filling ν = Z 2 (only possible for Z even) it is more complicated due to the interference effect from two paths. If we take potential modulation only, i.e., δt = 0, as considered in Section III A, we get from (77) and (78)
which gives for the sum
Therefore, due to the interference of the two paths, one obtains for the phase α at half-filling an interesting phaselocking effect
which, as we will see in Section III B 3, explains the pinning of the boundary charge to certain quantization values.
Finally, we analyse the restrictions for the values of α in the presence of the non-local symmetries Π n or S n discussed in Section II B 3. This can be done directly by using the general definition of ∆ via (74) without using some special form for v m and t m . As shown in Appendix D the two symmetries act on the lattice sites as
which implies the following transformation in quasimomentum space
S n |k = e ik(n+π)a |k + π .
Together with (74) this implies for the unitary symmetry Π n and the chiral symmetry S n the following condition for the gap parameter
Using 2k F a = νk ex a = 2πρ and, for the symmetry S n (which requires half-filling), k F a = π 2 , we get for both symmetries the following pinning of α α = (n − 1)πρ mod(π) .
As shown in Section III B 3, this will prove consistency of the low-energy approach with the quantization of the boundary charge according to our general framework.
Interacting Dirac model
Let us now proceed to include electron-electron interaction effects within the short-ranged density-density interaction form (14) . Using standard bosonization techniques [116] [117] [118] we find within the low-energy model
where the Luttinger liquid parameter K and the renormalized Fermi velocity v are defined by
with u 1 = a m u(m) and u 2 = a m u(m)e 2ik F ma corresponding to forward and backward scattering processes, respectively. Here, u(m − m ) describes the shortranged Coulomb interaction between the densities at site m and m , see Eq. (14) .
andφ (x) =φ + (x)+φ − (x) are canonically conjugate momentum and field variables. The chiral boson fieldsφ ± (x) are related to the right and left moversψ + (x) ≡ R(x) and
where 1 a is used for the momentum cutoff (or v/a for the high-energy cutoff). A subtlety is the phase shift by π 2 in the cosine term of (94) and the undetermined prefactor (−1) p . This is related to the commutator [φ + (x),φ − (x )] = i 4 (2p + 1) which arises from the zero mode phases to ensure the anticommutation relation of left and right movers. Here, the value p is an arbitrary integer which will be finally determined by comparing the boundary charge with the exact solution for the noninteracting Dirac model.
In order to get an insight into the physics of the interacting system, it is instructive to perform a perturbative renormalization group analysis [111] using standard operator product expansion techniques [117] . Reducing the high-energy cutoff Λ (with intial value Λ 0 = v/a) we obtain the following flow equations for the gap |∆| and the Luttinger parameter K:
with a Λ = v/Λ and some unimportant constant c ∼ O(1) which depends on the RG procedure. As one can see, for repulsive interactions (K < 1) the cosine term in (94) is a relevant perturbation and the system flows into the gapped phase while the interaction grows under the RG. This fact allows one to conclude that the fluctuations of the cosine term are getting effectively frozen in the renormalized theory and is of crucial importance in the determination of the boundary charge in the interacting theory in the following. Although it seems that the gap grows to infinity under the RG flow (with K shrinking to zero), we note that the flow equations can only be trusted until the cutoff Λ reaches a critical scale Λ c ∼ |∆| c (or a c ∼ v/|∆| c ), with |∆| c = |∆| Λ=Λc , at which the flow has to be truncated. At half-filling k F a = π 2 , in principle, one also has to consider the Umklapp scattering process in the bosonized Hamiltonian. However, the Umklapp term is RG relevant only for strong two-particle interactions with K < 1/2 [118] . Bearing this in mind, we are not going to focus on the Umklapp process in the following by confining ourselves to moderate electron-electron interactions.
We start with the boundary charge Q B of the noninteracting Dirac model on the half-line x > 0 with vanishing boundary condition ψ(0) = R(0) + L(0) = 0, given by
In order to study the quantization of Q B , one has to construct the single-particle eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. As shown in Appendix E there are two distinct types of admissible eigenstates. First of all, there are two scattering states (labeled by the nonnegative momentum k) living at energies k,± = ± v 2 F k 2 + |∆| 2 , corresponding to conduction and valence bands, respectively. In addition, under the condition sin α > 0, inside the gap, there exists a single edge state sitting at an energy −|∆| cos α [111] . Assuming that the chemical potential of the system lies at the bottom of the conduction band, we show in Appendix E that the respective contributions of the edge and scattering states are
Combining both contributions, one immediately arrives at the following universal result
for −π < α < π, and periodic continuation to the other intervals. For arbitrary position of the chemical potential in the gap one has to use the result Q edge B (α) = θ(µ + |∆| cos α)Θ 0<α<π for the edge state charge, i.e., one has to add the integer term −θ(−µ − |∆| cos α)Θ 0<α<π to (102) . This proves Eq. (6) stated in the introduction.
Let us emphasize that the low energy result accurately reproduces the conclusions based on the microscopic theory. For instance, consider the case ν ≷ Z 2 , ϕ v = ϕ t = ϕ, so that according to (82) , α = ±νϕ + const, leading to the universal linear behaviour of Q B as a function of ϕ [39, [85] [86] [87] . At half-filling ν = Z 2 , where α is pinned to the values given by (86) , one arrives at the following
again showing complete agreement with the microscopic prediction (54) . Finally, in the presence of the symmetries Π n or S n , where α is pinned to α = (n−1)πρ mod(π) according to (93) , one finds
Comparing with the exact solution (43) there is a difference given by the constant − 1 2ρ + 1 4 which vanishes only at half-filling. This difference can be traced back to the fact that the Dirac model contains an infinite set of high-energy states which are unphysical. Interestingly, this constant can be shown to be given by the negative boundary charge of the original lattice model H 0 on a half line at zero gap, see Eq. (F4) in Appendix F. Thus, we get the following relation between the boundary charge of the Dirac model and the exact one
Next we study the interface charge quantization for the noninteracting Dirac model. Now the diagonalization problem is formulated on the entire real line, however, α is now allowed to be a function of position α = α(x) with Hamiltonian
In particular, we make the following choice α(x) = Θ(x)α R + Θ(−x)α L and define δα = α R − α L . As shown in Appendix G, one concludes that there are two different types of states to consider, the scattering states, as well as the in-gap states localized at the interface. The bound state is present for sin(δα/2) > 0 with energy −|∆| cos(δα/2) and contributes unity to the total interface charge (if occupied). As opposed to the semiinfinite problem, the valence and conduction ( k,± = ± v 2 F k 2 + |∆| 2 ) band states are now two-fold degenerate. Indeed, for a given energy, one always has two distinct scattering channels, the one where particles scatter from left to right, and the opposite one, where particles scatter from right to left, and hence the degeneracy. Assuming that the chemical potential is located at the bottom of the conduction band, we show in Appendix G that the interface charge follows the Goldstone-Wilczek formula
for δα ∈ (0, 2π). Values of Q I on other intervals are to be found from its periodic dependence on δα. Similiar to the boundary charge one has to add the integer term −θ(−µ − |∆| cos(δα/2))Θ 0<δα/2<π for a chemical potential with arbitrary position in the gap. Let us now proceed by studying the effects of the electron-electron interaction on the quantization of the boundary charge. We take the bosonized Hamiltonian (94) on the semi-infinite part x > 0, together with the boundary condition
This requires i √ 4πφ − (0) = iπ(2q − 1) − i √ 4πφ + (0) with some integer q, leading to the following boundary condition forφ(0) =φ + (0) +φ − (0) (see also Refs. [111, 119] )
As we have seen in Section III B 2, the gap |∆| increases under the RG flow, effectively freezing the quantum fluctuations ofφ such that the cosine term in (94) is minimized in the bulk. This leads to the following asymptotic valueφ
with another integer s. With the help of bosonization identities, we deduce that the boundary charge may be related to the difference of the values ofφ(x) at x = ∞ and x = 0:
Inserting (109) and (110) we thus conclude
Comparing this result with the exact solution (102) without interaction we find that we have to choose p = 0. This proves the stability of the boundary charge under short-ranged electron-electron interaction within the lowenergy model. A similar calculation may be done in the case of an interface charge quantization by using an arbitrary function α(x) describing the interface. In this case we get
By using the same procedure as above, we arrive at the following result
which in the case of α(x) = α R Θ(x) + α L Θ(−x), reduces to the non-interacting result, and thus again shows the robustness of the interface charge quantization. A similiar expression has been found in Ref. [31] .
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
For generic 1D insulators we have provided in this work a complete analysis of symmetry conditions to realize rational quantizations of the boundary charge. We obtained two interesting results: (a) Any rational quantization p q can be realized if non-local symmetries involving translations are taken into account. (b) Besides the quantization unit 1 2 known from local symmetries we identified a new quantization unit 1 2ρ , whereρ is the average charge per site. This has to be contrasted to the known quantization unitρ for interface charges.
Both the quantization of the boundary and the interface charge were shown to follow straightforwardly from the transformation laws of the boundary charge under translations and local inversion. These fundamental principles are physically very intuitive and were rigorously related to the intriguing property of insulators that local perturbations lead only to local charge redistributions. Therefore, all our results were proven to be stable against static random disorder and short-ranged electronelectron interaction. We demonstrated this explicitly by using exact diagonalization, DMRG methods, and bosonization calculations. In addition, the stability of the quantization of the boundary charge was recently analysed via functional renormalization group (fRG) studies for the interacting Rice-Mele model and the same conclusions were found [120] . Besides the boundary charge also other quantities were studied with fRG for this model like the full density profile and the precise form of edge states, where interaction effects have a more subtle effect. In the future it will be of interest to study also other quantities like density-density correlation functions in the presence of a boundary. In addition, fluctuations of the boundary charge are of relevance. While the overall size of fluctuations is expected to be small [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] when the gap is finite, it will be of interest to reveal universal properties of the fluctuations and to study their topological nature [121] .
In addition to the general framework we have provided in this work an interesting application to identify a novel quantization class e 4 in the special case of single-channel and nearest-neighbor hopping models at half-filling. As function of the phase variable controlling the offset of the potential modulation we found Weyl physics close to gap closing points and demonstrated the stability of the quantization of the boundary charge in contrast to the Hall current. We suggest such systems to be realizable in cold atom systems [89, 90] , in carbon based materials [91, 92] or phononic crystals [99] . Other promising candidates could be quantum dot arrays as outlined in Ref. [39] , where control over all model parameters is possible. As shown in Appendix H, the quantization of the boundary charge is already visible for an array size of ∼ 20 − 30 dots, which is within experimental reach.
As shown in Refs. [39, [85] [86] [87] the transformation law of the boundary charge under translations is also responsible for the quantization of the average linear slope of the boundary charge which is of fundamental importance for the understanding of the integer quantum Hall effect [85] . For a finite system of size commensurable with the unit cell size, it was found in Ref. [39] that the sum of the boundary charges at the left and right end of the system is zero (up to an integer). This is equivalent to the result proven rigorously in this work that the boundary charge changes sign under local inversion. The fact that the transformation laws are also responsible for rational quantization values of the boundary charge demonstrates the topological nature of the boundary charge and its usefulness for the characterization of topological insulators. This is of particular advantage compared to other topological indices, since the transformation laws are perfectly valid in the presence of disorder and interactions, as demonstrated in the present work.
Of further interest is the specification of the unknown integers in the transformation laws. They are related in a subtle way to bound states occurring at boundaries and interfaces. Therefore, their knowledge is of importance to establish a link between the boundary charge and the appearance of bound states. This question has been analysed recently in Refs. [86, 87] for the special case of noninteracting single-channel and nearestneighbor hopping models. If only one band is occupied (i.e.,ρ = 1 Z ) it was shown that the difference (n − n ) 1 Z − (Q R B,n − Q R B,n ) is a quantized topological index related to the winding number of the gauge-invariant phase difference of the Bloch wave function between site m = n and m = n . The same index describes the quantity (n − n ) 1 Z + (Q L B,n−1 − Q L B,n −1 ). In addition, it was found that the sum of the boundary charges left and right to a common boundary is given by the winding number of the phase-difference of the Bloch wave function between the first and last site of the unit cell starting at the boundary [122] . As a result, the topological index defined via the winding number of the phase difference of the Bloch wave function between different sites has a direct physical meaning and controls the transformation laws of the boundary charge in a unique way. Therefore, it will be of high interest in the future to find analogous rules for multi-channel systems via non-abelian versions of these winding numbers [123] .
The framework developed in the present work can be straightforwardly generalized to other systems with a conserved quantity like, e.g., the boundary spin occurring in superconducting systems [124] or spin systems [125] . The underlying foundation for the transformation laws of the boundary charge is charge conservation and the presence of a gap. Therefore, if the spin in a certain direction is a conserved quantity analogous quantizations of the boundary spin are expected for insulating materials in the presence of symmetries. The same applies for the quantization at interfaces. Moreover, via dimensional reduction, we expect our results to be also of relevance for higher-dimensional systems.
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We thank A. Altland, V. Meden, and A. Palyi for fruitful discussions. This work was supported by the Deutsche In this Appendix we provide a summary of our conventions to distinguish between local and non-local symmetries. Although this being standard (see, e.g., Ref. [57] ), conventions sometimes differ in the literature and the material might be helpful for readers not so familiar with the precise definitions of the various symmetries.
For a given Hamiltonian H, there are four kinds of symmetries, depending on whether the symmetry operation commutes/anticommutes with H and whether it is unitary or anti-unitary
Here, U and S are unitary operators, whereas T and C are anti-unitary operators. S is called a chiral symmetry, T a time-reversal symmetry, and C a particle-hole (or charge conjugation) symmetry. The anti-unitary symmetries T and C consist of a combination of unitary operations U T and U C with complex conjugation K: T = U T K and C = U C K. The operation K of complex conjugation requires a basis in which it is defined. Here, we take always the real-space representation in terms of |mσ , where m is the lattice site index and σ the channel index.
To distinguish local from non-local symmetries one needs to specify the unit cell and write the total Hilbert space as a direct product of the space within the unit cell (labeled by the site index j = 1, . . . , Z and the channel index σ = 1, . . . , N c for each site) and the space of all unit cells labeled by the integer n. In the 1-particle subspace, the tight-binding model (7) can then be alternatively written as
where h(τ ) are ZN c × ZN c -matrices describing the coupling of unit cell n with unit cell n + τ (the lattice site index m used in (7) is related to n and j by m = Z(n−1)+j;
note that τ has a different meaning compared to δ used in (7) , the same applies for the symbol h). A local symmetry is then defined by a symmetry with respect to the Hamiltonian h(τ ) (i.e., it acts only within the space of a single unit cell) and, in addition, is independent of τ
Using the Fourier transformh(k) = τ h(τ )e −ikτ , with real quasimomentum −π < k < π, this can also be written as
Within our convention, a non-local symmetry can not be written in this form. There are three possibilities: (1) The non-local symmetry can be written as a local one by taking another choice of the unit cell. (2) The non-local symmetry acts within the space of a single unit cell but depends on τ (or, equivalently, on the quasimomentum k).
(3) The non-local symmetry does not act within the space of a single unit cell whatever choice one takes for the unit cell, i.e., can only be written with respect to the total Hamiltonian H. For n = 0, the symmetries Π n and S n defined in Eq. (35) are non-local symmetries within our definition. Examples for cases (1) and (2) are discussed in the paragraph following Eq. (40) via special cases for the symmetry Π n . The case (1) is discussed extensively at the end of Section II B 3 when the local symmetries Π 0 or S 0 are present but not with respect to the unit cell starting at the boundary of the semi-infinite system. For n = 0, the symmetry S n is an example for case (3) .
Appendix B: Stability of NSP: DMRG analysis
In this Appendix we analyse the influence of static random disorder and short-ranged electron-electron interaction on the boundary and interface charge by using exact diagonalization and DMRG. For particular examples we demonstrate that the interface charge (22) is independent of the interface coupling V I (up to an integer), and we show that Eqs. (26) and (31) for the boundary charge are generically valid.
We start with the interface charge and demonstrate in Figs. 9 and Figs. 10 that Eq. (22) holds even in the presence of random disorder as well as short-ranged electronelectron interaction, respectively. We consider an interface of the following form: Take initially two decoupled chains of the form as defined by Eq. (50) . We want to include changes where the potential form of the right chain is shifted in the variable ϕ with respect to the left one by an integer multiple of 2π Z . This means ϕ → ϕ + s 2π Z , which effectively shifts the right lattice by s sites compared to the left one. In Eq. (22) this means that n = s and n = 0.
To define a single parameter p which changes the interface's properties continuously we consider the link between the rightmost site of the left lattice to the leftmost site of the right lattice to be t link = |p|/2 and add an onsite potential of size p to both of these sites. Therefore, p = 0 is the decoupled case of two chains without an additional onsite potential at the edge and for negative p charges tend to get trapped at the interface, while for positive p they are pushed out. We add a quenched disorder following Eq. (15) for the results in Fig. 9 and a electron-electron interaction following Eq. (62) for the results in Fig. 10 . Since we concentrate on nearest-neighbor interaction we additionally scale the interaction over the interface bond by p, such that p = 0 is the limit of two decoupled chains. Clearly Eq. (22) remains valid in both cases.
Next we study the influence of static random disorder and short-ranged electron-electron interaction on the transformation laws (26) and (31) 
which describe the right semi-infinite chain, the left semiinfinite chain, and the tunneling between them, respectively. Here, in contrast to the lattice site index m, the index n enumerates unit cells. Both H R and H L describe the lattices with the same structure of a unit cell, which is encoded in h(0) = Z j=1 v j |j j| − Z−1 j=1 t j (|j j + 1| + |j+1 j|), h(1) = −t Z |j = 1 j = Z|, and h(−1) = h † (1), i.e. characterized by Z sites j = 1, . . . , Z per unit cell, a single orbital (channel) per site, and by the same values for hoppings t j and onsite potentials v j . The tunneling amplitude λt Z between the two subsystems is quantified by the real-valued parameter λ ≥ 0. Its special values λ = 0 and λ = 1 correspond to the cases of the two decoupled semi-infinite chains and the translationally invariant infinite chain, respectively. A restoration of the translational symmetry in the latter case is guaranteed by the perfect matching of the unit cells touching each other at the interface.
Due to the same structure, the Hamiltonians H R and H L appear to be isospectral, and their extended eigenstates can be therefore labeled by the same band index α and quasimomentum k on the both sides from the interface. Moreover, these quantum numbers can be also used for a construction of scattering eigenstates of the coupled system, since eigenenergies (α) k of the extended states remain independent of λ, and they can be ultimately evaluated from the bulk Hamiltonian, i.e. at λ = 1. On the basis of this observation, we make the following ansatz for the two distinct scattering eigenstates additionally labeled by either r or l: k . In the following, we focus on the band α and omit the band index for brevity.
Inserting the ansatz (C4) and (C5) into the eigenvalue problem, we establish the scattering matrix
Its components read
where φ k = ϕ k (Z) − ϕ k (1) − k is a gauge-invariant phase difference expressed in terms of the gauge-dependent phases ϕ k (j) of the complex-valued components χ k (j). By a direct calculation one can confirm the unitarity property S † k S k = 1, which implies both the orthogonality of ψ 
with m = Z(n − 1) + j.
Here, ρ 
where η → 0 + is a convergence factor. The last equality is only valid for λ 2 = 1, since the limits λ → 1 and η → 0 + do not commute. In the translationally invariant case λ = 1 there is no reflection at the interface, and one simply gets Q F = 0. In the following we prove that in general Q F takes only integer values for arbitrary λ.
Let us introduce the two gauges: I) χ I k with e 2iϕ k (Z) = 1, i.e. the last component is real; II) χ II k with e 2iϕ k (1) = 1, i.e. the first component is real. Apparently, χ II k = e iφ k +ik χ I k . Next, we express the quantity Q F + 1 in the mixed form
In Ref. [87] we established that the components of the Bloch state in the gauge I have the form
where f I j , g I j , and s are real-valued polynomial functions of k , and N I
In that paper we also noted the following relations
In addition, it is also possible to derive the relation
Let us now establish similar relations for χ II k . We note that the Bloch statē
is the eigenstate corresponding to the re-defined unit cell, which begins with the site 2, has the pre-last site Z, and ends with the site 1. Moreover, the componentχ II k (Z) is real, and then by analogy with (C22) it holds
wheres is a part of the representation forχ II k , which is analogous to (C17), (C18).
From (C23) it follows that
and thus we find that
Inserting (C22) and (C26) into (C16) and accounting the symmetry properties of integrands under the reflection k → −k, we obtain
Re
From the transformation between the two gauges we obtain the relation
A less obvious identity
follows from the identifications s
and the observation g I 1 =f II Z−1 = Z−1 j=1 t j which can be made on the basis of expressions quoted in Ref. [87] . Differentiating (C29) with respect to k yields
With help of (C28) and (C32) we cast (C27) to
Making the change of the integration variable k → φ k and accounting possible multiple windings of the phase φ k , which are quantified by the integer winding number wn[φ k ] = π −π dk 2πi e −iφ k d dk e iφ k , we express
For the two decoupled chains (λ = 0), we obtain
i.e. an integer number. This result persists in the whole range 0 ≤ λ < 1.
We conclude that the total interface charge Q I (λ), which might also include integer edge state contributions, is a sum of integers for any λ, and therefore Q I (λ) = 0 mod(1). On the other hand, since Q R B + Q L B = Q I (λ = 0) by definition, we find Q R B + Q L B = Q I (λ) mod(1), in agreement with (4) for the model discussed in this Appendix.
Appendix D: Symmetries for single-channel and nearest-neighbor hopping models
In this Appendix we prove the symmetry conditions (52) and (53) for the special case of a tight-binding model with one channel N c = 1 and nearest-neighbor hopping δ = 0, ±1. In this case, the model is parametrized by Z on-site potentials v m = v m+Z and Z nearest-neighbor hoppings t m = t m+Z defined by
Without loss of generality one can choose all t m > 0 real and positive since possible phases can be gauged away by a unitary transformation (see, e.g., Appendix A in Ref. [87] for a proof). The unitary transformation U m must be a phase factor
Inserting these equations in the symmetry condition (39) for Π n we find
Since t m and t Z−m−n are both positive this can only be fulfilled for U m = U m+1 which is just a homogeneous and trivial phase factor. Therefore, we can set U m = 1 and find the condition (52) .
Considering the other symmetry condition (40) 
Since t m and t Z−m−n are both positive this requires U m = −U m+1 which, up to an unimportant common phase factor, is only realized for U m = (−1) m . This proves the condition (53) . In the region I we find a single bound state solution for sin α > 0 at energy = −|∆| cos α, whose wavefunction is given by
with κ = |∆| | sin α| v F . In the second (II) spectral region we find a continuum of scattering states labeled by the momentum k ∈ [0, ∞) and corresponding to the two bands with energies k,± = ± v 2 F k 2 + |∆| 2 ≡ ± k . The eigenstates of the lower (valence) band have the following form
with the normalization factor
We note the helpful properties
Assuming that the chemical potential is located at the bottom of the conduction band, the bound state is occupied for 0 < α < π, and all valence band states ψ k are filled. Neglecting the strongly oscillating parts (providing unimportant corrections of O( ∆ v F k F ) 1), the contribution of each eigenstate to the density is given by ρ ψ (x) = ψ † (x)ψ(x) = |R(x)| 2 + |L(x)| 2 .
(E7)
We denote the contributions of the eigenstates ψ I and ψ k to the physical density by ρ I (x) and ρ k (x), respectively. This gives for the total density relative to the average bulk densityρ ρ(x) −ρ = ρ I (x) + δρ II (x) ,
and, according to the definition (16), the boundary charge follows from
For the envelope function f (x) we choose the form f (x) = e −ηx with infinitesimally small η → 0 + . The bound state is occupied for 0 < α < π and gives an integer contribution to the boundary charge
This proves Eq. (100).
To calculate the scattering part Q II B to the boundary charge we use (E3), (E4), (E5), and (E6) and find after a straightforward calculation
Inserting this result in (E12) and performing the integration over x we obtain
This proves Eq. (101).
Appendix F: Boundary charge at zero gap
For the tight-binding model H 0 , given by (64), restricted to the semi-infinite system m > 0, the eigenfunctions are given by (we set a = 1)
with 0 < k < π. For fillingρ = k F /π, this leads to the following charge ρ(m) at site m
Inserting this result in the formula (16) for the boundary charge Q B ≡ Q R B , we get
Choosing f (m) = e −η|m| , we find ∞ m=−∞ e 2ikm f (m) = πδ(k) and obtain for the boundary charge of H 0 at zero gap
This single-band model can be differently represented in terms of uniform unit cells with Z sites. This is especially useful, if we have in mind to add a Z-periodic perturbation on top of H 0 (64). In the new representation, the single cosine band folds into Z bands with the reduced Brillouin zone (RBZ) [− π Z , π Z ), the adjacent bands touching each other either in the center or at the edges of the RBZ. Choosing k F /π of the original model to be rational, k F π = ν Z , we occupy ν bands in the folded representation, and (F4) then reads
Adding a Z-periodic perturbation generically opens Z − 1 gaps between all Z bands. Having the chemical potential in the νth gap, we can evaluate the correction to (F5) due to the perturbation by means of the lowenergy theory developed in Appendix E.
This consideration clarifies the physical meaning of Eq. (105).
Appendix G: Interface charge for Dirac model
In this Appendix we consider an interface between two Dirac models according to the Hamiltonian (106), where the phase α(x) of the gap parameter depends on x. We will prove the Goldstone-Wilczek formula (107) for the interface charge for the particular choice α(x) = α R Θ(x) + α L Θ(−x). We define the parameter δα = α R − α L . The eigenstates follow from the equation [−iv F σ 3 ∂ x + |∆|(σ + e iα(x) + σ − e −iα(x) )]ψ(x) = ψ(x),
with σ ± = 1 2 (σ x ±iσ y ) and ψ(x) T = R(x), L(x) T . Like in the case of the semi-infinite Dirac model discussed in Appendix E, we separate the spectrum of the Hamiltonian into two regions: I) | | < |∆|, and II) | | > |∆|. The bound state solution appears for sin(δα/2) > 0 with energy = −|∆| cos(δα/2), and is given by
with κ = |∆| v F sin(δα/2). If it is occupied it gives an integer contribution to the interface charge.
For each energy | k | > |∆|, the extended eigenstates can be chosen as scattering states within two scattering 
represents the scattering of a wave incident on the interface from the left. The second scattering eigenstate (denoted by the index l)
represents the scattering of a wave incident on the interface from the right. In above expressions, k ∈ [0, ∞) stands for the momentum quantum number, and
are the normalized Bloch eigenstates of the right-sided (x > 0) and left-sided (x < 0) bulk Hamiltonians with eigenenergies = ± k . The scattering amplitudes r k , t k and r k , t k can be determined from the continuity condition at the interface ψ (r/l)
This results in the expressions
By an explicit calculation one can readily verify the fulfillment of the unitarity conditions |t k | 2 + |r k | 2 = |t k | 2 + |r k | 2 = 1, (G10) t * r k + r * k t k = 0.
For a filled valence band we choose = − k and identify the extended states' contribution to the interface charge
As one can conclude from (G7), this quantity periodically depends on δα = α R − α L . Evaluating (G12) for δα ∈ (0, 2π) with f (x) = e −η|x| , η → 0 + , we obtain
Putting the chemical potential at the bottom of the conduction band, we receive an additional contribution Q I I = 1 from the edge state (G2), which is present for every value of δα, and obtain the resulting expression (107) for the total interface charge.
Appendix H: Finite smaller systems
In this Appendix we show that the quantization of the boundary charge according to Fig. 6 is already visible for a tight-binding chain of ∼ 20 sites. As demonstrated in Fig. 12 for N = 24 lattice sites the quantization can be demonstrated robustly as long as larger V can be accessed such that the localization length becomes small compared to the lattice size.
The results shown in Figs. 6 and 12 can be easily understood in the atomic limit V t: The dominant contribution to Q B comes from the polarization charge Q P (C12), while an eventual integer-valued Friedel charge contribution (C11) is exactly cancelled by edge state contributions. To compute Q P , we use the elaborated expression (see Ref. [87] for details)
where the occupied bands (α) are approximately given by the potential components vj < 0 (one can even associatej with the band index α sorting vj's in the ascending order for each value of ϕ). The corresponding eigenstate χ (α) (j) possesses the only unity component χ (α) (j) = 1, while χ (α) (j =j) = 0. The plateau values in the discussed figures then immediately follow from (H1). [It can so happen that two eigenstates vj 1 (ϕ) and vj 2 (ϕ) become degenerate at some value of ϕ, and then it is necessary to consider 1 √
